
Snakes Harmful and HarmlessTM 

 

BUSHO HAS A RUSSELL COIGHT MOMENT 

TO START 2016 
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Continually handling snakes for research, relocation, photographic purposes and as training 

aids during industry OHS remote site snake management courses involves an element of risk. 

Most Australian snakes are venomous, with several of extreme medical significance. 

  
                                                                                                                                                                               Photo compliments Peter Hannon, Nifty Copper 

On 6th January 2016, a brief moment of 

distraction when snake caught in bag 

stitching while running a course at Nifty 

Copper, south of Woodie Woodie in the 

Great Sandy Desert, saw Brian Bush take a 

bite from a Western Brown Snake. 

 

As a result, the course was halted, the snake 

was secured and snakebite first aid 

demonstrated. 

 

Here Busho is trying to roll a smoke 

unsuccessfully while waiting for the 

ambulance. 

 

His body language suggests frustration, 

disappointment and embarrassment. 
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All hands on deck - transfer to Royal Flying Doctor Service (RFDS) on Nifty airstrip. 

Busho’s smelly hat is staying right with him!  
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In Nifty Copper’s medical centre – on left of 

Busho is Colin Rushby (OHS Manager) and 

on right is site medic, Kelvin Brown. Peter 

Hannon (Training) is taking the photos. 

 

 

 

Because the bite was on the index finger of 

right hand, my application of the 15cm HD 

elasticised bandage looks rougher than it is 

due to excess material width extending past 

fingers. The guys procedurally applied 

further bandaging as is required. 

 

 



 

I was provided treatment, including specific antivenom (AV) in Port Hedland Hospital where 

I recovered – a problem triggered by this bite that I had not previously experienced in three 

other brown snake envenomations was atrial fibrillation (AF), which eventually resolved 

itself after AV. Although an extremely healthy 69 years resulting in my usual resting heart 

rate of 29-30 bpm, the hospital doctors had the nurses waking me at night to give me 

atropine – I queried this with my doctor some time later after discharge and he concurred 

with the treatment, although it still has me perplexed.    

  

 

 

  

                 
  

 
   
  
  

 
 

After discharge on Friday 8th January, a lift back out to Nifty was organised by the Nifty 

blokes with Darryl from Kalari Transport. 

Even when he’s dying in Port Hedland Hospital 

Busho’s still bloody smiling… or is that a grimace? 



 
 

The above photo is taken from the cab of Ben the driver’s quad road train – thanks heaps 

Darryl and Ben! 

  

 

 I’ve been returning to Nifty Copper Mine to run courses for the past twenty years - it’s been 

eighteen years since my previous snakebite hospitalisation. 

 

 

I completed the interrupted course on Saturday the 9th and headed out of there – this is on the 

Skull Creek Road from Woodie Woodie to Nullagine. I picked up a hunk of wood on the 

rough Woodie Woodie end, but it gave me the opportunity to show off my new Nifty Copper 

ERT shirt - my old hi-viz one was cut off in a somewhat violent manner!  

  

  

 
 

  

 
  

I would like to convey my greatest appreciation of the OH&S Team at Nifty Copper Mine and 

especially its manager Colin Rushby and site medic Kelvin Brown: Your professionalism and 

compassion during this exercise was tremendous. Thanks Fellas! 


